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Highland River
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Highland Foorde
(Q)
19
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MON
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28 A&S
No class scheduled.
Challenge
recovery??

21

14 A&S
Advanced Chain
Maille
Jynette & Erik’s
house

7
Baronial Business
Meeting
7:30 PM

TUE

29
Fighter Practice
7:30 PM
Southern
Community Ctr

22
Fighter Practice
7:30 PM
Southern
Community Ctr.

15
Fighter Practice
7:30 PM
Southern
Community Ctr.

8
Fighter Practice
7:30 PM
Southern
Community Ctr.

1
Fighter Practice
7:30 PM
Southern
Community Ctr.

WED

30
Archery Practice
6:30 PM

23
Archery Practice
6:30 PM

16
Archery Practice
6:30 PM

9
Archery Practice
6:30 PM

2
Archery Practice
6:30 PM

THU

JUNE 2005

24
Challenge of the
Heart/
Dun Carraig (Q)

17
Relay for Life
6 PM—9 AM
Calvert High
School

10
Highland River
Melees/
Highland Foorde
(Q)
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FRI

25
Challenge of the
Heart/
Dun Carraig (Q)

18
Relay for Life
Calvert High
School

11
Highland River
Melees/
Highland Foorde
(Q)
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SAT

Upcoming Events for June
•

10th-12th– Highland River Melees, Highland
Foorde (Q)

•

24th-26th– Challenge of the Heart, Dun Carraig
(R)

Upcoming Events for July
•

1st-3rd— All Things Marshal, Lochmere

Upcoming Events for August
•

5th - 21st— Pennsic War XXXIV, Kingdom of
Æthelmearc, Slippery Rock, PA (R)

Credits:
- Cover courtesy of Publisher 2002
- Borders pages 2-15 courtesy of Publisher 2002
- Graphics Page 3, 4 courtesy of Publisher 2002
- Chronicler graphic from Midrealm Image Library (public-use)
- Seadogs pages 14 and 16 from Baronial Website
- Dun Carraig Arms pages 14 created by Sharon Hoot used with permission
-Atlantian Seahorses and Shields with supporters page 15 from Kingdom Website
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From the Baron & Baroness:
Greetings Seadogs!
After many months of work we are finally coming down to the last days before
Challenge. Many thanks to everyone who has put so very much energy into making this
the biggest Challenge of the Heart, and probably even biggest event, Dun Carraig has ever
put on single handedly. As time and nerves wear out, please remember we all want
Challenge to be a huge success, that we are all friends, and will be after it is all done as
well. Everyone take a deep breath, we will get through it, we *ARE* the little barony that
*CAN*!!
With all the preparations for Challenge, don't forget that Pennsic is also sneaking
up very quickly as well! I know those who have been there before are excited as we
support our Kingdom and Allies in the coming war. For those who will be making their
first of many pilgrimages to Pennsic this year, please feel free to ask any of the veterans
what you need to bring and prepare for.
As their Majesties would like to attend many Baronial courts, Dun Carraig and
Ponte Alto will be holding our courts together so that their Majesties may attend. That
court is scheduled for Thursday night at 7 in the Ponte Alto camp on the Serengeti (It
may move to the battle field if the camp becomes too crowded).
And finally thanks to Syr Richard, and Mathias for representing Dun Carraig well
as our Armoured and Rapier Champions at Sapphire Joust. Each entered, and did very
well in their respective tournaments.
In Service to Crown and Populace,
Jonathas & Amalia

From the Mistress Of Arts & Sciences:
Unto the gentles of Dun Carraig does Mary Isabel of Heatherstone
send greetings.
Preparations are underway for Pennsic! For those of us who prefer not
to get hit in the head with a big stick (smile), there are classes scheduled on
almost every topic throughout the entire war. More information can be found at
www.pennsicwar.org
Please use the following article as a guideline for getting started on your
documentation:
One Page Documentation:
Writing Simple and Effective Documentation
Mistress Gunnvör silfrahárr
The basics of almost any documentation can and should be possible to do on a single
page, or even on one of those larger 5" × 8" index cards.
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The harsh reality is that no one will read more than about a paragraph of data anyway
except in exceptional situations. Especially at a large event such as Kingdom A&S or
LPT, the judges are spread pretty thin and most will not read at all, much less read a
tome of research information.
Many successful artisans will place a clearly marked "DOCUMENTATION
SUMMARY" section at the head of a longer piece of documentation. This is an
excellent idea. As well, it is a good idea to actually create a 5" × 8" index card for
every entry with the "short form" documentation on it (in addition to the longer
explanation), and place it right next to the item, since some folks are lazy and won't
open your notebook containing the research.
Documentation Basics
(1) "What is it (title, basic description)?"
i.e., Reproduction of a 13th Century Icelandic Whalebone Ear Spoon
(2) "How were similar items made in period?"
Give the basics of the medieval examples. A sentence or two is all that's needed!
i.e., "Earspoons were a common implement for personal hygeine used throughout the

Middle Ages, consisting of a small, spoon-shaped tool for scraping the ears. They
could be cast in silver, or carved from wood, bone, antler or ivory. Some were very
elaborate, including extensive ornamentation on the handle. Some were worn as part of
the day to day costume as well."

(3) "How was your item made? How is it like the medieval examples? Where have you
deviated from the medieval techniques, and why?"
This is the hardest area for most people. It is very important to explain where you
made design changes or substituted materials -- these things are acceptible, but you
must show that you understand how the real ones are made, and don't allow the judges
to think that you are trying to put one over on them.
i.e. "I used deer antler for this project since whalebone is obviously not available to the

modern Ansteorran. This was soaked in cold water for two days, then boiled for 3
hours before working. I roughed out the shape with a coping saw, then did close
shaping whittling with a sharp penknife. Final shaping involved the use of wet sanding,
carving with engaving tools and burins (using a Dremel tool for some areas as I don't
possess some of the tools that a medieval bone carver would have used), and finally
buffing with beeswax to shine the surface."

Sometimes you also need to explain the "why" of an item. For instance, a 13th century
hatbox of molded leather designed to hold a reticulated caul headdress, yet decorated
with early Celtic designs will appear incongruous, unless the judge reads the
documentation to find an explanation.
i.e., "Normally hatboxes of this period would have used Gothic design elements similar

to those found in church architecture, however, this box was commissioned by
Baroness Butshe Wanteditthatway, who requested the specific designs utilized here."

Documentation and Honesty
One thing to always avoid is dishonesty - do not lie in your documentation.
documentation Chances
are very good that someone who looks at your entry will know enough about it to
know if you are fibbing in your documentation, and you will come out looking bad.
If you used a less than medieval technique or material, THAT'S OK! All the judges
want to see is that you know what the original item was, and how it was made -- so for
instance, if you used an acrylic white paint instead of making your own (toxic) leadbased pigment, say so - and say why: i.e., "Normally a lead-based pigment would have

been used to create the white paint, but since lead is toxic, I elected to use the safer
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acrylic white."

The same goes for construction. If you used a Dremel tool, a carving expert can see the
rotary nature of the cuts. Better to say, "Although medieval craftsmen would have used

a bit-and-brace and hand-burins, I have used a Dremel tool for ease in construction."

Tell the judges whay you did and why so they know that YOU know. But don't try to
lie in your documentation to make your project look better - as often this technique
backfires and makes YOU look worse!
References
Some competitions actually will specify a number of references. If so, be sure to
actually use at least the minimum number of references required. I do not favor
requiring X number of references, however, since different items may need differing
amounts of references to document them adequately.
As a rule of thumb, it is best to aim for no less than three good sources. What is a
good source? It depends on the field.
Usually a primary source is the best possible source, but a primary source is THE
ITEM ITSELF - for instance one of Queen Elizabeth's dresses is a primary source.
Janet Arnold's book, Queen Elizabeth's Wardrobe Unlock'd, is a secondary source,
but a very good secondary source. A book review of Arnold's book is a tertiary source.
Most of us will not have the opportunity to go to the European museums and see
primary sources in person. So instead we rely upon secondary sources - a picture of the
item, an archaeological report describing the item, or a painting by an artist of the
period of the item.
If you can, try to have at least one primary source or one or two good secondary
sources. If you can't get this type of documentation, then you are down to tertiary
sources. For instance, MacGregor's Bone, Antler, Ivory and Horn book is a tertiary
source -- he has compiled the information from archaeological reports and various
articles about the items he describes. When using a tertiary source, try to corroborate
the evidence using other sources as well, such as a photo from a museum catalog, or
additional secondary and/or tertiary sources that agree with your first source.
The terms primary, secondary and tertiary confuse many people. It's pretty simple to
understand. Think of a saint's relic: a primary relic is an actual part of the saint - Saint
Acutiaria's finger bone. A secondary relic is something that the saint has touched, for
example the clothing worn by St. Winifred, or the Pieces of the True Cross. A tertiary
relic is something associated with the saint but which has never touched the saint, for
instance, a modern painting of the saint that weeps tears of myrrh.
It gets a little more confusing when you talk about academic sources. A period
painting of an object is a secondary source for the object, but the painting is a primary
source for the techniques of painting. So a source can be primary in one context, and
secondary in another.
To summarize the discussion of sources, do the best you can. Get the best sources you
can find, and corroborate your sources by finding other sources that also verify the
point you are making.
Documentation Style
The other thing that scares people about documentation is the Fear of Documentation
Style stricken into their hearts while doing research papers in school. Really, putting
down a bibliographical reference or a footnote is simple. All should have the same
basic elements:
AUTHOR. ARTICLE TITLE. BOOK TITLE. PLACE OF
PUBLICATION.
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•

•

•

PUBLISHING COMPANY. DATE OF PUBLICATION. PAGE ON
WHICH THE INFO IS FOUND.
The exact punctuation and presentation of this material doesn't matter, so long as it's
all present. The idea is to make it possible for the interested reader to track down your
sources and read more about your topic.
Still, it is a good idea to use a Style Guide to make sure that you are getting all the data
down that you need, and that you are presenting the documentation consistently. I
recommend that you get a style guide (you can buy them cheap as used books from
Half Price Books or from College bookstores, and now you can even find the info on
the Web - I provide links just below) and always use it. Some common style guides
are:
Kate L. Turabian. A Manual for Writers (a subset of the Chicago Manual of
Style)Kate L. Turabian. A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and
Dissertations. Chicago Guides to Writing, Editing, and Publishing. 6th ed.

Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1996. ISBN: 0226816273.The University
of Southern MississippiIthaca College LibraryWestern Carolina University

The Chicago Manual of Style (used widely by newspapers and book
publishers)The Chicago Manual of Style: The Essential Guide for Writers, Editors,
and Publishers. 14th ed. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1993. ISBN:

0226103897.Ohio State University LibrariesUniversity of Georgia
LibrariesFlorida State University

The Modern Language Association (MLA) MLA Style Manual (used widely in the
humanities)Joseph Gibaldi. MLA Style Manual and Guide to Scholarly Publishing.
2nd ed. New York: Modern Language Association of America. 1998. ISBN:
0873526996.Cornell UniversityPurdue University Online Writing LabOhio State
University Libraries
The American Psychology Association (APA) Publication Manual (used widely in the
sciences)Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association. 5th ed.
Washington: American Psychological Association. 2001. ISBN: 1557987912.Cornell
UniversityVanguard University of Southern CaliforniaThe University of WisconsinMadison Writing Center
Additional Documentation
The most valuable additional documentation that you can add would be pictures of
the medieval examples that inspired the current work. People will almost always look
at pictures.
If you have done additional in-depth documentation, go ahead and write it up and
include it. Place at the top of the first page a clearly marked "DOCUMENTATION
SUMMARY" section, and keep that to one good-sized paragraph. Follow that then
with "ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION" and then continue with the rest of
your paper. Everybody will at least glance at the summary info, and those who have a
real interest will be more likely to read the whole thing.
Additional supporting materials, such as xerox copies etc. can be added at the back.
If you put together five or more pages of documentation, seriously consider converting
your long-form documentation into an article for Tournaments Illuminated. One
thing we expect of Laurel candidates is that they have proved themselves to be teachers
-- and a T.I. article teaches thousands of people across the Known World. If you have
a really long piece of research, consider Compleat Anachronist instead.
Presentation of Documentation
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As has already been mentioned, it is a good idea to place the bare-bones documentation
basics on a 5" × 8" index card and place that right next to your A&S entry.
The written information is best kept together in a ring binder. Some of the best
documentation I've seen is placed inside the clear acrylic sleeves, and the sections are
separated by tabs for easy reference. A notebook like this can be quite valuable, as you
don't have to reinvent the wheel (or your documentation) for every A&S event you enter.
Keep all your A&S documentation, you can never tell when you might need it again.
Provide a table of contents at the front, and number or label the dividing tabs so that
people can find the specific documentation that they want.
If you have a whole ringbinder full of many many documentation articles, you may want
to use a two notebook system, -- a larger notebook in which to store your entire
collection of documentation, and a smaller notebook containing only the documentation
for the work(s) being displayed at the current event. Otherwise you may need to clearly
divide the notebook into sections "Works Being Shown Today" and "Past
Documentation."
Conclusion
The most important rule of thumb is: don't confuse, bore, or attempt to bamboozle the
judges. The KISS principle applies to documentation (Keep It Simple, Stupid) - get the
basics explained up front, show what you did and how you did it honestly, and document
the information by showing your sources. Documentation isn't really all that hard, and
can be quite fun if you approach it with the proper attitude.

Arts & Sciences Schedule:
A&S Nights are continuing (for now) every 2nd and 4th Tuesday at 7:30pm. If
you are interesting in teaching a class, please feel free to contact me at:
moas@duncarraig.net
The schedule is as follows:
June 14 Jynette & Erik’s House
Advanced Chain Maile Patterns (m’lady Jynette)
This class will pick up from m’lady Jynette’s Basic Chain Maile class
and will start up with weaves. You should have a basic knowledge of chain maile
production before taking this class. Participants are encouraged to bring their own tools,
but the instructor will have some loaner equipment on hand.
June 28 No class scheduled (Challenge Recovery?)
July 12

Jonathas & Amalia’s House
Advanced Lucet (Lady Helewyse)
Spice up your lucet cord with multiple colors, new patterns, and fun
additions like bells and beads. You must be able to make at least a basic lucet cord as a
pre-requisite for this class.
July 26

Theron & Kaolin’s House
“Tie Up Those Loose Ends” Night
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(Baroness Mary Isabel of Heatherstone)
Just in time for Pennsic!! Finish up those last minute projects before
Pennsic! We will have sergers and sewing machines for your garb! Space and tools for
repairing your armor! Company as you fall apart realizing that you are facing a hot, sweaty
Pennsic with one t-tunic and a pair of sweatpants! All are welcome! Let’s see if we can help
to motivate each other!
August 9

Date-- No class scheduled
Available Date

August 23

Date-- No class scheduled
Available Date

September 13

Date-- No class scheduled
Available Date

Kvof!Cbspojbm!Cvtjoftt!Nffujoh!!
Njovuft!!
Tuesday, June 7 2005
7:45 PM
Old Business
Life—
—
Relay for Life
• Relay is in 10 days! We still have room on the team for 3 people!
• Please bring your money you have raised to Relay on June 17th.
• Contact Lylie to let her know what kind of baked goods you can bring for our
“on site” fund raiser!
Seahawks—
—
Seahawks
• The Seahawks were ordered.
• The cost was more than we expected. $222.
• They should be here by Challenge.
Practice—
—
War Practice
• King’s Assesment is happening the same weekend so we will not be having a War
Practice of our own.
Baronial Birthday—
Birthday—
• Bo is looking into the College of Southern Maryland in Leonardtown as a site
for Birthday.
• No response from The Brass Rail.
• We have cooks, Rose and Phillip.
• Still thinking about themes.
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Pennsic—
Pennsic
We only have one footprint.
Phillip needs your footprints ASAP and needs to know when you are arriving
so he can plan the site.
• Need to know if someone staying in the Serengetti Camp is arriving
Thursday and can stay at the campsite while Phillip picks up Kiri.
• We need all of the information for the Highlands as well.
• Land agent info is due July 1st!

•
•

babies—
—
The Foster babies
Karl and Elizabeth are both home now and healthy!

•

Challenge—
Challenge
The meeting on Thursday went well.
Jen has the map and is still working out the details for the campsites.
Volunteers are needed for serving and troll.
Troll starts at 5 PM on Friday and 8 AM on Saturday.
The Queen will be there and she is day-tripping. We are compensating her.
The King of Calontir is coming and bringing a team. The Queen is paying
for them.
• We have about 20 teams.
• Please e-mail Jen about volunteering. She will put out a list of areas that need
volunteers and also of who is in charge of what.
• Torch Light Tourney is at 8:30 PM of Friday. The Rapier Marshal has
everything together and we will have propane tanks for the torches.
• There are 107 registered for Challenge.
• Tom has volunteered to supervise the clean up on Sunday. There will be a
meeting that Sunday morning re: clean up.
• Bathrooms: there are several available to us. We may still need 2 or 3
Portable potties. Bo will call about them tomorrow.
• Jonathas is making the tokens. Lore may help as well.
• There were 5 signs used for events and we only have 3. We need the other 2
and Jonathas will make 1 more. We need other signs at the site. Jen will give
the list to Molly to take care of.
• Slight possibility that the dining hall won’t be available. There is a hard roof
pavilion with picnic tables and chairs are available.
• Pre-cook dates are June 19th and 22nd.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pot—
Stock Pot
Hank has priced stock pots and has asked for no more than $130 to
purchase them for Dun Carraig.

•
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•

Motion from Tom to buy the pots. Scott was the second. The motion was
passed unanimously.

New Business
List fence—
fence—
• Tom has made pieces for the list fence. He has 2 x 6’s and needs more 2 x 4’s.
• Jonathas will buy the 2 x 4’s and Hank has 4 pieces of 2 x 6 x 8.
• List fence needs to be unburied and painted.
• Bo’s house on Sunday at 4 PM to work on the fence. All are invited. Rose is
providing white paint. If you have brushes and rollers, bring them.
Storvik’s Novice Tourney —
• The Novice Tourney is great fun! It is either the 3rd or 4th weekend in July.
Check with Tom for dates.
Serena—
Serena—
• Serena has brought the Barony a check for $102 from her website business.
Deputy needed—
needed
• Molly has asked if someone may be interested in being the deputy for MoAS.
Officer Reports
B&B—
B&B
• Highland River Melees are this weekend. Stierbach Birthday is coming up as
well and of course, Challenge of the Heart. All are welcome to the events!
• Also remember All Things Marshal in Bright Hills on July 1st—3rd.
• Getting ready for court for Challenge and Pennsic. If you think there is
someone who deserves an award, let the B&B know. You can also send in letters
of recommendation to Kingdom and Their Majesties.
MoAS—
MoAS
• Attendance has been sad. Please go to the classes.
• Molly is considering scaling classes down to 1 a month is attendance continues
to be low.
• Next class is Advanced Chain Maille at Jynette and Erik’s house. June 14th.
Exchequer—
Exchequer
• We have money.
• Site is paid and we still have $1,400.
• Get your receipts to Jen and make sure they are approved. Receipts MUST be
into Jen by the Wednesday after Challenge. No receipts, NO MONEY!
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Herald—
—
Herald
• There is 1 deputy. If you are interested in becoming a deputy, see Hank.
• Get your submissions to Hank. You need a name before you can submit a
device.
• In order to fight at the next Crown, you need to have submitted a persona.
MoL—
MoL
• No event, no report.
Chataline—
Chataline
• Newcomer’s Meetings are on the 3rd Monday of the month.
Seneschal—
Seneschal
• Johannah has been a great help!
• If you need Bo, call her, e-mail her. She is available!
Weapons—
—
Thrown Weapons
• If you are thinking about doing Thrown Weapons, talk to Hank.
• If you are interested in becoming a deputy or marshal, talk to Hank.
Chronicler—
Chronicler
—
• Deadline for newsletter submissions is now the Baronial business meeting.
Archery—
Archery—
• Practices are every week.
• If you would like to become a deputy for Archery or a marshal, talk to Hank.
MoM—
MoM—
• Brandy has lots of activities planned for the kids at Challenge. She still needs
games.
Rapier—
Rapier
• Hank will be here this Wednesday, but not next Wednesday.
• If you are interested in becoming a deputy or marshal, talk to Hank.
Marshal—
Knight Marshal
• Make sure that you bring tons of water and Gatorade to Challenge.
• Start preparing for Pennsic now. Go play outdoors in armor to get ready!
• We need water bearers.
• We will be practicing more outside now that it’s lighter later.
• If you are interested in pell or slow work, talk to Tom. He can work it out to
train.
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From the Baroness—
Baroness—
• Amalia gave big thanks to all of the people who do lots of work for the Barony.
Meeting ended at 9:10 PM.
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Baronial Regnum
Uifho!boe!Cbouifho
Jonathas Reinisch and Amalia
Kunne
c/o James and Heather Kriebel
8635 Napping Place
Welcome, MD 20693
(301) 392-0126 (NLT 10:00pm)
BnB@DunCarraig.net
Tfoftdibm
Bozhana Aleksandrova
c/o Sharon McLaughlin
21323 Great Mills Road
Lexington Park, MD 20653

(301) 862-7940
Seneschal@DunCarraig.net
Deputy: Rose of Black Diamond

Dibodfmmps!pg!uif
Fydifrvfs
Kaolin inn Oargi
c/o Jennifer Conti
714 Pioneer Trail
Lusby, MD 20657
(410) 394-0973

Njojtufs!pg!Njopst
Julia Renee McGregor
c/o Brandy Goroum
21323 Great Mills Road

Exchequer@DunCarraig.net

Deputy: Vacant

Lexington Park, MD 20653

(301) 862-7940
MoM@DunCarraig.net

Deputies: Bobbi Sprouse &
Jynette Mead

Dispojdmfs
Lylie of Birkenhead
c/o Laura Hinkle
115 Cross Road
Lusby, MD 20657
(410) 474-6250

Lojhiu!Nbstibm!
Theron Andronikos
c/o Tom Conti
714 Pioneer Trail
Lusby, MD 20657
(410) 394-0973

Chronicler@DunCarraig.net

KnightMarshal
@DunCarraig.net

Deputy: Cathal MacLean

Deputies: Vacant

Ifsbme
Muirghen Rhuadh
c/o Hank Steinfeld
44721 Emma Ln.
Hollywood, MD 20636
(301) 373-3035
Herald@DunCarraig.net
Deputy: Theron Andronikos

Njojtufs!pg!Bsut!'!Tdjfodft
Mary Isabel of
Heatherstone
c/o Lisa Marie Orton
25530 Vista Rd.
Hollywood, MD 20636
(301) 373-3565
MOAS@DunCarraig.net

Njojtufs!pg!uif!Mjtut!
Lore Bubeck
c/o Laurie Foster
3184 Calvert Blvd.
Lusby, MD 20657
(410) 326-5390
MOL@DunCarraig.net
Deputy: Vacant

Deputy: Vacant

Dibufmbjof
Amalia Kunne
c/o Heather Kriebel
8635 Napping Place
Welcome, MD 20693
(301)392-0126
Chatelaine@DunCarraig.net
Deputy: Lady

Alienor

Cbspojbm!Nbstibmbuf;!
Archery: Muirghen Rhuadh,(301) 373-3035,
Archery@DunCarraig.net,(Deputy: Jim Garm)
Rapier: Muirghen Rhuadh
Rapier@DunCarraig.net,(Deputy: Vacant)
Thrown Weapons: Muirghen Rhuadh
ThrownWeapons@DunCarraig.net,(Deput: Vacant)
Sbqjfs!Dibnqjpo!!!!!Mathias

Evo!Dbssbjh!Cbspojbm!Opubcmft:
Bsnpsfe!Dibnqjpo!
Richard de Montbrai

Bsdifsz!Dibnqjpo!
Bozhana Aleksandrova
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B'T!Dibnqjpo!
Mary Isabel of Heatherstone

Kingdom Regnum
Uifjs!Spzbm!Nbkftujft

Uifjs!Spzbm!Ijhioftt

Robert de Rath and Denise Duvalier
Robert Mehs and Denise Hundley

Janos ofCyddlian Downs and
Rachel Wallace
Greg and Virginia Prevost

715 Pepperhill Road Southport, NC 28461
(910) 473-0858
King@atlantia.sca.org
8112 Bard Street Lorton, VA 22079
(703)339-4114
Queen@atlantia.sca.org

106 Rollingwood Drive
Lexington, SC 29072
(803) 356-9519
prince@atlantia.sca.org
princess@atlantia.sca.org

Ljohepn!Tfoftdibm

Ljohepn!Dibodfmmps
pg!uif!Fydifrvfs
Baroness Benefse al
Rashida
c/o Erin Chisenhall
7612 Coppersmith Court
Raleigh, NC 27615
(919) 676-6659

Dame Anne le Coeur
c/o Ann R. Shelton
118 Rock Hampton Road
Irmo, SC 29063
(803) 781-2375
seneschal@atlantia.sca.org

exchequer@atlantia.sca.org

Ljohepn!Dijsvshfpo

Ljohepn!Dispojdmfs

Lady Ren Morgane
c/o Andrea Suplee
114 Keystone Dr.
Cary, NC 27513
(919) 462-3370
chirurgeon@atlantia.sca.org

Ljohepn!Fbsm!Nbstibm

Ljohepn!Dmfsl
pg!uif!Tjhofu
Lady Cassandra the Forlorn Master Eldred AElfwald
c/o Tracey Brown
c/o J. T. Thorpe
6734 Rollingridge Drive
108 Syracuse Rd.
Charlotte, NC 28211
Easley, SC 29642
(704) 442-0420
(864) 859-0140
chronicler@atlantia.sca.org
signet@atlantia.sca.org
Usjupo!Qsjodjqbm!Ifsbme

Jarl Timoch Haakonson
c/o Tim Prickett
453 Mayfield Place
Newport News, VA 23608
(757) 833-3139
Earlmashal
@atlantia.sca.org

Lord Eógan mac Ailpein
c/o
5105 Little Beaverdam Rd.
Holly Springs, NC 27540
(919) 577-3913
herald@atlantia.sca.org

Ljohepn!Njojtufs!pg!uif!Mjtut!
Lady Emma of Elandonan
c/o Nicole Smithers
2408 Metts Ave
Wilmington, NC 28403-2238
(910) 362-9868
kmol@atlantia.sca.org
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Ljohepn!Njojtufs
pg!Bsut!boe!Tdjfodft
Mesterinde Karen
Larsdatter
c/o Karen Harris
19942 Upland Terrace
Ashburn, VA 20147
(703) 858-5664
moas@atlantia.sca.org
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